The race is on

New King Cobra ride at Cobra Kingdom Waterpark
The Cobra Kingdom Waterpark at Maxx
Royal, Antalya, Turkey opened in June
2011 and is proud to announce the debut
of the new King Cobra ride manufactured
by Polin Waterparks & Pool Systems.
Since its launch at IAAPA Asia 2010,
Polin‘s King Cobra waterslide has been
greatly anticipated all over the World.
Now the wait is over. The King Cobra
has come to life and offers not only an
intense and heart pounding experience to
its riders, but also a stunning design and
a one of a kind of visual to its spectators.
The core feature is its unique configuration that enables two double tubes to race
through a circular path with twists, turns,
and surprises before experiencing the drop
of their lives as they continue to race in
the valley of the Cobra. This epic plunge
is 8 meters down and allows the rider
to accelerate to a speed of 51 km/h.The
two double tubes are now heading into
the mouth of Cobra. Unique fog, highpitched hiss, water spraying, visual effects
make it more exciting than ever while the
spectators below think you are just „swal-
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lowed“ in the mouth of the Cobra. Then
powerful G-forces take over your tube and
riders come back down and then oscillate
up and down again as the tubes stop on
down the waterslide. You come to the end
of this unique riding experience. The new
waterslide is both visually and in terms of
riding experience just breathtaking.
The MAXX Royal Golf & Waterpark Resort
is the first to have King Cobra, located
on the Mediterranean Coast, in Belek,
Antalya, Turkey. The hotel situated on an
area of 400.000 m² is 45 km to Antalya
city centre and 35 km to the Antalya Airport. The waterpark of the resort is located
on 10,000 m² (approx. 107,640 square
feet). The Waterpark as a whole and all
kids‘ slides and articles were designed,
manufactured and installed by Polin. The
waterpark is designed to offer rides for
the whole family. There are totally 10
waterslides including the King Cobra, a
kid-sized water play area with numerous
themed slides and fountains and a small
water play structure together with slides, a
tipping bucket and water guns.
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All waterslides at MAXX Royal are RTM
(Resin Transfer Molding) manufactured
waterslides. RTM waterslide manufacturing technology which is a closed molded
technology is the latest and best production method in waterslides. These slides
offer more since they add value to the
general appearance of the park with its
smooth and perfectly shiny finish on both
sides and its newly designed forms.
After King Cobra‘s debut at Cobra
Kingdom, the second installation has also
been completed on July 11th in Russia at
Djubga Waterpark.
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